Curzon History and Geography Curriculum September 2020

History
Curzon specifc aims of History-our intent
Children learn to critically appraise sources and learn to ask perceptive questions.
Children are filled with awe and wonder about the past.
Children learn to compare the past to the present.
Through Hand’s on Learning, visitors to school and external visits, the children enrich and contextualise their learning by:
 Connecting with the past (people and cultures) through artefacts and replica items.
 Investigating and interrogating artefacts and replicas
 Learning to put themselves into the shoes of those who lived in the past
Children take on a sense of ownership of the past: that they each have a history that ‘belongs to them’ and is theirs to learn from.
Children develop passionate response to injustices and inequalities in the past

Choice of Topics
Curzon follows 2014 National Curriculum framework. KS1 is on a 2 year rolling programme. The school studies Victorians as part of the local history unit in Y6
as there are many examples of Victorian influence locally. Topics are chosen to provide strong cross curricular links. For example The Great Fire of London
and Homes from the Past have linked well with materials in Science and DT projects in KS1. Y6 study Ancient Bagdad which links to Islam in RE. Year 4 study of
mountains with an emphasis on Pompeii links to the History unit of Romans. Since 2018, the school has created strong links with English and merged some
lessons in both subjects, resulting in better quality writing and an increased historical knowledge. Four key figures: Nelson Mandela, Florence Nightingale,
George Stephenson and Neil Armstrong are studied across KS1 allowing the opportunity for comparison. Links are also made to our values e.g. the courage of
Neil Armstrong in voyaging to the Moon and the importance of respect when discussing the life of Nelson Mandela. DT is interwoven in our humanities
curriculum as we believe that designing and creating are good ways to make knowledge memorable.

Organisation of topics-our implementation
KS2 topics are mostly chronological. Y5 study Ancient Greece as this unit links well to myths and legends and allows an in depth study of some more thought
provoking issues e.g. role of women in society and inequalities between rich/poor, themes which are then revisited in Y6 local history unit.
We teach a skills based approach to history, encouraging children to investigate objects and other primary sources/replica items, ask questions, and make
links and compare. Resources are used from Key Stage History website.

Our approach is fewer topics but in more depth. Each year group in KS2 either has 2 terms of History and 1 of Geography or 1 term of History and 2 of
Geography.
We start each unit with what the children already know creating mind map. As knowledge is learned, this mind map is updated during the unit.

How the curriculum is tailored to our pupils
We use visits to the local area to enhance our learning, such as trips to Penn House where Countess Howe shares some of the artefacts. Trips to COAM
enable children to see reconstructions of homes from the past and try some crafts and skills from different eras. We ensure that our curriculum reflects our
school values and choose topics that may give rise to courageous advocacy e.g. different experiences of rich and poor. We want our children to feel
impassioned about issues. We use artefacts wherever we can to bring the history learning alive to our children and help them imagine what life was like in
the past.
Humanities topics and links to DT
Blue=DT projects

KS1 Year
A
KS1 Year
B
Cross
Curric
links
Ed visits
Year 3
Cross
curric lnks

Autumn
UK Knowledge
Great Fire of London
Local Area and Safety George Stephenson
and vehicles

Spring
Florence Nightingale
Weather
Nelson Mandela
Kenya

DT – focus on how cooking evolved within
the different homes from the past: cooking
over open fire, cooking range, gas/electric
cookers, microwaves
Visits to local area
Changes in Britain Stone Age to Iron Age

DT/science – making an umbrella/mini shelter

Stone Age Boy
Michelle Paver Wolf
How to wash a wooly mammoth
Art: chalk cave paintings

Where the Forest meets the Sea (picture
book-good for visual inference)
The Great Kapok Tree
The Shaman’s Apprentice

DT – Rainforest diorama with moving parts
Forest School – DT opportunities to explore
SA technologies

Rainforests and woodlands (Penn Woods)

Summer
Neil Armstrong Continents
Seaside
Homes from the Past

Ruislip Lido
Ancient Egypt
Egyptian Cinderella –
The Time Travelling Cat & the Egyptian
Goddess instruction writing
Art - Egyptian masks, hieroglyphics and clay
tiles

Ed visits

Chiltern Open Air Museum

Woods

Year 4

The Roman Empire and its Impact on Britain
(& legacy)

Mountains (UK/S America, Europe-relief
maps and contours), Volcanoes, Earthquakes

Coast, water cycle, rivers, erosion.

Cross
curric links

Romulus & Remus
Across the Wall
Art: Mosaics, 3D model building,
DT – Roman road

Escape from Pompeii
Firework Maker’s Daughter
Art: Volcanoes with tissue paper – Margaret
Godfrey

DT – create papier-mâché model of the
journey of a river
Art - Hokusai 'The Great Wave' , Monet
‘Waterlillies’

Virtual field trips-Skype

River trip-Amersham field centre

Ancient Greece – life in Ancient Greece and
legacy on British culture

London -mapping, rivers, settlement, natural
resources

Ed visits
Year 5

Cross
curric links
Ed visits
Year 6

Cross
curric links

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons &
Scots; Viking & Angle-Saxon struggle for
Kingdom of England (compare Anglo-Saxon
crime and punishment to today)
DT – Anglo-Saxon Museum of replica
artefacts
Art: Mixed media Viking ships;
Beowulf; The Saga of Erik the Viking; various
sagas; Viking Boy
Chiltern Open Air Museum
Local Area Geography study & Local history
study – link to Victorians through
Disraeli/Hughenden
Christmas Carol

DT – Creating model of a bridge (based on
bridges in London)
Olympic brochures
Art: pots,

Art: Cityscapes – sharpie and paint; Coming
to England by Floella Benjamin
Homelessness

Fair trade (locational knowledge and
economic activity) (Fair Trade fortnight is in
Feb)

Early Islamic civilisation inc. Baghdad c.AD
900 - a non-European society that provides
contrasts with British history

Cooking; persuasive writing; PSHE and
economics

Art: Tiles, Islamic art, geometric patterns;
calligraphy;
RE – history, traditions, spread of Islam;
DT - Cooking with spices, create a tagine

Art: Robert Lowry
DT – Create fair trade product and packaging
Ed visits

Amersham museum visitor
Penn house
Victorian school day

Progression of knowledge and skills in History

Visits from fair trade organisations or visits
to/from supermarkets that support fair trade
e.g. Co-op

Mosque

Concept maps show the key concepts children are expected to know at the end of each key stage. These maps also show where these concepts are revisited
so that learning becomes “sticky”.
Each unit starts with a mind map allowing children to demonstrate what they already know. These mind maps are revisited during each unit by the children
who add their new knowledge to them. The completed mind maps are evidence of progress in knowledge through a unit.
EYFS History is taught mainly through continuous provision covering the following key skills and following the same broad units as KS1:
Past and Present
Talk about the lives of the people around them and their roles in society;
Know some similarities and differences between things in the past and now, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class;
Understand the past through settings, characters and events encountered in books read in class and storytelling.
Our EYFS history curriculum also provides rich opportunities for children to develop skills in other areas e.g. listening and attention; speaking (including using
past and present tenses); self-regulation - working with others and turn taking; managing self (confidence, self-resilience and perseverance); Literacy and
maths skills ( especially understanding what is read to them and developing subject specific vocabulary )

KS1 is on a 2 year rolling programme with differentiated outcomes and skills.
YEAR A
Autumn

Spring

Summer

Great Fire of London events beyond living memory that are
significant nationally or globally

Florence Nightingale/Mary Seacole the lives of significant individuals in the
past who have contributed to national
and international achievements.

Neil Armstrong
the lives of significant individuals in the
past who have contributed to national
and international achievements

Role of nurses
Timeline of key events in their lives
Compare hospitals before and after
Crimean War
Compare lives of Florence Nightingale
and Mary Seacole

Why people study space- concept of
explorer

Compare present day London to the
London that existed before 1666
including rich/poor, Communications,
jobs
Job of a firefighter at the time
Timeline of key events
Causes of the fire

the space race
Life of Neil Armstrong
Events of moon landing

Skills
YEAR 1
Chronological understanding
Sequence events in their life
With support ,order events of each unit on
a timeline.
Interpreting sources
Begin to identify different ways the past is
represented (photos, stories...)
Enquiring about the past
Ask and answer simple questions
Comparing
Talk about simple similarities/differences
between life at different times
Sort artefacts into past and present

Concept of an eye witness: Samuel
Pepys
Why the fire stopped
How London was rebuilt after the fire
EYFS: Children have opportunities to
develop vocabulary related to the past.
Use of the words past and
present. Discuss significant individuals
and relate to stories from the past.

YEAR B

EYFS: Comment on images from the
past drawing comparisons with
hospitals today.

Children are filled with awe and wonder
about the past.
EYFS: Children have opportunities to
develop vocabulary related to the past.
Use of the words past and
present. Discuss significant individuals
and relate to stories from the past.

Synthesing Knowledge
Use simple terms to talk about passing of
time
Communicate knowledge through
discussion, drawing, drama, making models,
writing and ICT
YEAR 2
Chronological understanding
Sequence events of each unit on a timeline
Sequence artefacts closer together in time
Sequence photos from different periods of
their life
Interpreting sources
Compare 2 versions of past events
Identify ways that the past is represented,
inc. eye witness
Enquiring about the past
Ask and answer questions about the past on
the basis of simple observations about
sources
Comparing
Talk about similarities and differences
between the ways of life in different
periods.
Understanding cause and identifying legacy
Recognise why people did things, why
events happened and what happened as a
result.
Synthesising knowledge
Use simple terms to talk about passing of
time
Communicate knowledge through
discussion, drawing, drama, making models,
writing and ICT

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Skills

George Stevenson and Vehicles
events beyond living memory that are
significant nationally or globally

Nelson Mandela the lives of significant individuals in the
past who have contributed to national
and international achievements.

Homes from the Past
places in their own locality
(Geog link- Kenya)

YEAR 1
Chronological understanding
Sequence events in their life
With support order events of each unit on a
timeline.
Interpreting sources
Begin to identify different ways the past is
represented (photos, stories...)
Enquiring about the past
Ask and answer simple questions
Comparing
Talk about simple similarities and
differences between life at different times
Sort artefacts into past and present
Synthesing Knowledge
Use simple terms to talk about passing of
time
Communicate knowledge through
discussion, drawing, drama, making models,
writing and ICT
YEAR 2
Chronological understanding
Sequence events of each unit on a timeline
Sequence artefacts closer together in time
Sequence photos from different periods of
their life
Interpreting sources
Compare 2 versions of past events
Identify ways that the past is represented,
inc. eye witness
Enquiring about the past
Ask and answer questions about the past on
the basis of simple observations about
sources
Comparing
Talk about similarities and differences
between the ways of life in different
periods.

Timeline of George Stevenson’s life
Importance of railways-local railways
Advantages and disadvantages of
railways
Compare past and present vehicles.
Advantages and disadvantages of newer
forms of transport
EYFS: Compare and contrast using
images, artefacts and videos.
Use vocabulary related to the past and
present.
Use basic chronology.

Who is Nelson Mandela
Why was Nelson Mandela a great leader
What did Nelson Mandela dream –
linking back to our own dreams and
what we want to achieve Timeline of
Nelson Mandela’s significant
achievements
Significant changes that Nelson
Mandela made
EYFS: Look at stories from the past and
discuss using new vocabulary. Adult to
model phrases ‘A long time ago,
significant person and bravery,
courage’.

Timeline of homes from different eras
(caves, huts, Roman Villa, Tudor,
Victorian)
Clues to show that houses are from the
past (focus on stone age)
Homes from around the world
Compare Victorian home to our homes
EYFS: Look at artefacts from the past
comparing and contrasting.
Images of familiar situations in the past
such as washing clothes.

Understanding cause and identifying legacy
Recognise why people did things, why
events happened and what happened as a
result.
Synthesising knowledge
Use simple terms to talk about passing of
time
Communicate knowledge through
discussion, drawing, drama, making models,
writing and ICT

Year 3
Autumn
Changes in Britain Stone Age to Iron
Age
(builds on KS1 houses)
Timeline of Stone Age
Was Stone Age man simply a hunter
and gatherer concerned only with
survival?
Life for Paleolithic people
Cave art
Changes when man started to farm
Neolithic settlements
Study of Skara Brae
Stonehenge
Timeline of Bronze and Iron Ages
Hill forts
Amesbury Archer

Spring

Summer

Skills

Ancient Egypt
(builds on KS1 houses/stone age
houses)

Chronological understanding
Place events studied on a timeline,
understanding concept of a vast time period
Use dates and terms related to the passing
of time and the unit studied
Sequence several events or artefacts
Interpreting sources
Identify and give reasons for the different
ways the past is represented
Distinguish between different sources
Understand importance of archeology
Enquiring about the past
Use more than one source to find out about
a period
Observe small details in artefacts/pictures
Research using ICT/books
Select and record info relevant to the study
Ask and answer simple questions
Comparing
Compare the past studied with our lives
today
Compare different periods within the same
unit
Understanding cause and identifying legacy
Understand why people may have wanted
to do something and what the results were

Timeline
Houses
Importance of the River Nile
Mummification
Tutankhamun
Pyramids
Afterlife
Communication-hieroglyphics

Synthesising knowledge
Start to use historical terms to talk about
passing of time
Communicate knowledge through
discussion, drawing, drama, making models,
writing and ICT
Begin to construct own response that
involve selecting and organising info

Year 4
Autumn
The Roman Empire and its impact on
Britain
Who were the Romans
Life in Britain before the Romans
Roman invasion-reason for success
Entertainment
Mosaics
Boudicca
Roman Army
Buildings
Legacy

Spring

Summer

Skills
Chronological understanding
Place events studied on a timeline,
comparing where this fits with previous
topics
Use terms related to the period and begin
to date events
Understand BC, AD, Century
Interpreting sources
Begin to evaluate usefulness of sources
Use secondary sources and own growing
historical knowledge to gain a better
perspective.
Enquiring about the past
Use different sources to build up a picture
of past events
Choose relevant material
Ask and answer a variety of questions
Research using ICT/books
Comparing
Note connections in historical periods
Compare aspects of the unit to previous
units studied (e.g luxurious Roman life
compared to stone age)
Understanding cause and identifying legacy
Look for links and effects in the time studied
Offer a reasonable explanation for some
events
Start to explain impact on the wider world

Synthesising knowledge
Use historical terms to talk about passing of
time
Communicate knowledge through
discussion, drawing, drama, making models,
writing and ICT
Construct own responses that involve
selecting and organising info

Year 5
Autumn

Spring

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons &
Scots; Viking & Angle-Saxon struggle
for Kingdom of England
Where Anglo-Saxon’s travelled from
and why they invaded Briton
Where they first settled and how we
know this, time span of this era (almost
700 years)
How the geography and ‘life’ in Briton
changed during this time,
Growth (and reasons for) from 7
Kingdoms to one Kingdom of England
Arrival of Christianity (change from
pagan to Christian) – archaeological
implications of this, Viking invasion of
Lindisfarne (comparison with Viking
invasion and Anglo-Saxon invasion
approx. 350 years earlier)
Alfred the Great (Anglo-Saxon
chronicles) and his stand against
Gunthrum,
Consolidation of England as one nation
under Athelstan
The end of the Anglo-Saxon era at the
battle of Hastings in 1066.
Geog link- Trade routes

Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life
and achievements and their influence
on the western world
Legacy on British culture (link to
Roman legacy)
Timeline
Greek City States
Athens: legacy – democracy, Parthenon,
philosophy, medicine, parliament
Sparta: comparison with Athens
Militia of Sparta and Athens
Daily life in Greece – legacy of this in
our modern world
Olympia: legacy – Olympic games
ancient comparison with modern
How Greece superseded the Persian
Empire following the battles of
Marathon, Thermopylae and Salamis
How Alexander the Great united Greece
and established a new Empire.

Summer

Skills
Chronological understanding
Place events studied on a timeline,
comparing where this fits with previous
topics
Use period labels e.g. empire, civilization,
parliament, cause, consequence, similarity,
difference and significance.
Make comparisons between different times
in the past
Interpreting sources
Compare different accounts of events from
different sources
Offer some reasons for different versions of
events.
Begin to identify primary and secondary
sources
Enquiring about the past
Use evidence to build up a picture of past
events
Choose relevant sections of information
Ask and answer historically valid questions
about change, cause, effect, similarity,
difference and significance
Research in more detail using ICT/books
Comparing
Compare life in early and late times studies
Compare an aspect of life with the same
aspect in another period.

Compare life for different groups of people
e.g. men and women.
Understanding cause and identifying legacy
Examine causes and results of great events
and the impact on people.
Start to explain the impact on the wider
world
Synthesising knowledge
Recall, select and organise historical info
Use historical terms for passing of time
Communicate knowledge through
discussion, drawing, drama, making models,
writing and ICT
Construct informed response that involve
selecting and organising info

Year 6
Autumn
A local history study-includes a study of
an aspect in British history (Victorians)
Church
Penn House – link to Church and Queen
Adelaide, Art – Gainsborough link
Mosquito and war industry.
School Christmas Carol
Railway – zoom out, wider area –
impact of the railway on our area, local
industries
Victorian life and Disraeli
Penn tiles, chair making

Spring

Summer

Skills
Chronological understanding
Place events studied on a timeline,
comparing where this fits with previous
topics
Use relevant dates and terms e.g. empire,
civilization, parliament, cause,
consequence, similarity, difference and
significance.
Sequence previously studied topic on a
timeline to gain greater historical
perspective
Interpreting sources
Consider ways of checking the accuracy of
interpretations-fact, fiction, opinion
Link sources and work out how conclusions
were arrived at
Be aware that different evidence will lead to
different conclusions
Identify primary and secondary sources
Enquiring about the past

Bring knowledge gathered from several
sources together in a fluent account
Ask and answer historically valid questions
about change, cause, effect, similarity,
difference and significance
Research in detail using ICT/books
Comparing
Compare beliefs and behaviour with
another time studied
Compare life for different groups of people
e.g. men and women.
Understanding cause and identifying legacy
Write another explanation of a past event in
terms of cause and effect using evidence to
support and illustrate their explanation.
Synthesising knowledge
Recall, select and organise historical info
Use historical terms for passing of time
Communicate knowledge through
discussion, drawing, drama, making models,
writing and ICT
Construct informed response that involve
selecting and organising info thoughtfully
Select and organsise info to produce
structured work, making appropriate use of
dates and terms.

Impact
The Impact and measure of this is to ensure that children are equipped with historical enquiry skills, knowledge and concepts which will enable them to be
reflective learners ready for the curriculum at KS3. Outcomes in our Humanities and literacy books evidence a broad and balanced curriculum, an extensive
bank of knowledge and the development of key historical skills. Children review their mind maps during units and are actively encouraged to reflect on the
knowledge and skills they are learning.

Geography

Curzon specifc aims of Geography
Geography encourages curiosity and wonder about the local area and wider world.
Children understand the impact of human activity on the natural world.
Children are informed about issues in today’s world and inspired to make the world a better place.
Children’s learning is enriched through field trips and use of our outdoor environment.
Geography allows children to develop a knowledge of key facts about the world.

Choice of Topics
Curzon follows 2014 National Curriculum framework. KS1 is on a 2 year rolling programme. Seaside in Britain is chosen as a contrasting locality as Curzon is
geographically far from the seaside. Kenya is chosen as our contrasting country as this is where our linked school in Kirongo is. Children enjoy writing letters
to the children at Rainbow school in Kirongo and comparing life in Africa to life here. An emphasis is placed on a balanced view of African life showing the
children how happy the Kenyan children are despite not having the same amount of material goods as we have. Topics are chosen which link to our outdoors
environment e.g. comparing rainforests and Penn Woods. Topics are also chosen for their strong cross curricular links. Y4 mountains unit, with an emphasis
on Pompeii, provides a good link to Romans in History. Rivers and coasts link well to the water cycle in science, also taught in Y4. As trade and economics is a
tricky topic, it is placed in Y6 where it links in well to money in PSHE, house captain sales and Y6 pupil leadership. Since 2018, the school has created strong
links with English and merged some lessons in both subjects, resulting in better quality writing and an increased geographical knowledge. DT is interwoven in
our humanities curriculum as we believe that designing and creating are good ways to make knowledge memorable.

Organisation of topics-our implementation
KS1 units start at local Geography level and then widen out to the local community and then to the wider world. Weather and seasons are taught at key
points throughout KS1 allowing children to make observations, comparisons and take measurements.
Topics in KS2 cover a range of geographical features. Natural disasters (volcanoes, earthquakes, flooding) feature highly as these are appealing and
memorable to many pupils. The importance of water is explained in Y3 in the context of the rain forest and the significance of the Nile to life in Ancient Egypt
and then revisited in Y4 with the topic on rivers and coasts.
Y5 unit on London with a focus on the Thames builds on the previous year’s work on rivers. The ideas of growing settlements is introduced in Y3 as the final
stage of the Stone Age (the Neolithic) saw the change from hunter gathering to living in settlements, then in Y4 the children are taught how the Romans
established town settlements within Romano Britain which were abandoned once the Anglo Saxons (taught in Y5) colonised Britain and once again
established farming settlements. The concept of establishing a settlement is, finally, revisited in Y6 with the study of Ancient Bagdad and our local area.
Mapping skills in Y4 looking at mountain contours are then extended in Y5 and 6 with topics on settlement.

Our approach is fewer topics but in more depth. Each year group in KS2 either has 2 terms of History and 1 of Geography or 1 term of History and 2 of
Geography.

How the curriculum is tailored to our pupils
We use trips and visitors to enhance learning. Y4 undertake field work on the River Misbourne and all year groups use the local outside environment as part
of their learning and for field work. We ensure that our curriculum reflects our school values and choose topics that may give rise to courageous advocacy
e.g. destruction of rainforest, coastal erosion, pollution, fair trade. We want our children to feel impassioned about issues. We make the most of the outdoor
area, creating shelters, exploring rivers. As Curzon is very much inland, we have included a unit on the coast to widen our children’s knowledge.
Humanities Links to DT
Blue=DT projects

KS1 Year
A
KS1 Year
B
Cross
Curric
links
Ed visits
Year 3
Cross
curric lnks

Autumn
UK Knowledge
Great Fire of London
Local Area and Safety George Stephenson
and vehicles

Spring
Florence Nightingale
Weather
Nelson Mandela
Kenya

DT – focus on how cooking evolved within
the different homes from the past: cooking
over open fire, cooking range, gas/electric
cookers, microwaves
Visits to local area
Changes in Britain Stone Age to Iron Age

DT/science – making an umbrella/mini shelter

Stone Age Boy
Michelle Paver Wolf
How to wash a wooly mammoth
Art: chalk cave paintings

Where the Forest meets the Sea (picture
book-good for visual inference)
The Great Kapok Tree
The Shaman’s Apprentice

DT – Rainforest diorama with moving parts
Forest School – DT opportunities to explore
SA technologies

Rainforests and woodlands (Penn Woods)

Summer
Neil Armstrong Continents
Seaside
Homes from the Past

Ruislip Lido
Ancient Egypt
Egyptian Cinderella –
The Time Travelling Cat & the Egyptian
Goddess instruction writing
Art - Egyptian masks, hieroglyphics and clay
tiles

Ed visits

Chiltern Open Air Museum

Woods

Year 4

The Roman Empire and its Impact on Britain
(& legacy)

Mountains (UK/S America, Europe-relief
maps and contours), Volcanoes, Earthquakes

Coast, water cycle, rivers, erosion.

Cross
curric links

Romulus & Remus
Across the Wall
Art: Mosaics, 3D model building,
DT – Roman road

Escape from Pompeii
Firework Maker’s Daughter
Art: Volcanoes with tissue paper – Margaret
Godfrey

DT – create papier-mâché model of the
journey of a river
Art - Hokusai 'The Great Wave' , Monet
‘Waterlilies’

Virtual field trips-Skype

River trip-Amersham field centre

Ancient Greece – life in Ancient Greece and
legacy on British culture

London -mapping, rivers, settlement, natural
resources

Ed visits
Year 5

Cross
curric links
Ed visits
Year 6

Cross
curric links

Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons &
Scots; Viking & Angle-Saxon struggle for
Kingdom of England (compare Anglo-Saxon
crime and punishment to today)
DT – Anglo-Saxon Museum of replica
artefacts
Art: Mixed media Viking ships;
Beowulf; The Saga of Erik the Viking; various
sagas; Viking Boy
Chiltern Open Air Museum
Local Area Geography study & Local history
study – link to Victorians through
Disraeli/Hughenden
Christmas Carol

DT – Creating model of a bridge (based on
bridges in London)
Olympic brochures
Art: pots,

Art: Cityscapes – sharpie and paint; Coming
to England by Floella Benjamin
Homelessness

Fair trade (locational knowledge and
economic activity) (Fair Trade fortnight is in
Feb)

Early Islamic civilisation inc. Baghdad c.AD
900 - a non-European society that provides
contrasts with British history

Cooking; persuasive writing; PSHE and
economics

Art: Tiles, Islamic art, geometric patterns;
calligraphy;
RE – history, traditions, spread of Islam;
DT - Cooking with spices, create a tagine

Art: Robert Lowry
DT – Create fair trade product and packaging
Ed visits

Amersham museum visitor
Penn house
Victorian school day

Progression of knowledge and skills in Geography

Visits from fair trade organisations or visits
to/from supermarkets that support fair trade
e.g. Co-op

Mosque

Concept maps show the key concepts children are expected to know at the end of each key stage. These maps also show where these concepts are revisited
so that learning becomes “sticky”.
Each unit starts with a mind map allowing children to demonstrate what they already know. These mind maps are revisited during each unit by the children
who add their new knowledge to them. The completed mind maps are evidence of progress in knowledge through a unit.

Curzon Long Term Curriculum Planning for Geography
EYFS
EYFS Geography is taught mainly through continuous provision covering the following key skills and following the same broad units as KS1:
People, culture and communities
Describe their immediate environment using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories, non-fiction texts, and maps;
Know some similarities and differences between different religious and cultural communities in this country, drawing on their experiences and what has been
read in class
Explain some similarities and differences between life in this country and life in other countries, drawing on knowledge from stories, non-fiction texts and –
when appropriate – maps.
Our EYFS Geography curriculum also provides rich opportunities for children to develop skills in other areas e.g. listening and attention; speaking (including
using past and present tenses); self-regulation - working with others and turn taking; managing self (confidence, self-resilience and perseverance); gross
motor skills ( negotiating space in visits to the local area); fine motors skills (especially using a range of tools); Literacy and maths skills ( especially
understanding what is read to them and developing subject specific vocabulary ); natural world (weather)

KS1 is on a 2 year rolling programme with differentiated outcomes and skills.
YEAR A
Autumn

Spring

Summer

UK Knowledge

Weather
identify seasonal and daily weather
patterns in the United Kingdom and

Continents
name and locate the world’s seven
continents and five oceans

Skills
YEAR 1
Geographical enquiry
Ask simple questions

name, locate and identify
characteristics of the four countries
and capital cities of the
United Kingdom and its surrounding
seas
use world maps, atlases and globes
use simple compass directions
Identify places and capital cities
Recognise landmarks and basic human
and Physical features using plans and
phots
Research 4 counties
Compare weather patterns
EYFS: Discuss the natural world around
them.

the location of hot and cold areas of
the world in relation to the Equator
and the North and South Poles
Weather observations
Different types of weather
How weather affects our lives
Seasons
Weather forecasts
Dangerous weather
World climates
Arctic

Use atlases
Research different continents
Plan a journey around the world
Revise climate zones (builds on weather
unit.
EYFS: Recognise some similarities and
differences between life in this country
and life in other countries.

Begin to answer geographical questions e.g.
What is it like to live in this place?
Field work
Use simple observational skills to
study geography of the school and local
area
Mapping skills
Use simple maps of local area.
Make simple maps and plans
Direction/location
Use locational and directional language (e.g.
near and far, left and right) to describe the
location of features and routes
YEAR 2
Geographical enquiry
Ask simple questions
Answer geographical questions e.g. What is
it like to live in this place?
Field work
Use simple observational skills to
study geography of the school and key
human and physical features of local area
Mapping skills
Use world maps, atlases and globes to
identify the UK and its countries, as well as
the countries, continents and oceans.
Use aerial photographs and plan
views to recognise landmarks and basic
human and physical features
Draw a simple map following a class key
Direction/location
Use simple compass directions
Use locational and directional language
from Y1 to describe the location of features
and routes on a map

EYFS: Opportunities to discuss the
natural world around us and
make observations. Observe and
interact with changes in the outdoor
environment.

YEAR B

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Skills

Local area and safety
use simple fieldwork and observational
skills to study the geography of their
school and
its grounds and the key human and
physical features of its surrounding
environment.
Map of classroom
Maps of local area
Compass directions
Being safe in local area (road safety)
City/countryside
Local area fieldtrip

Kenya
understand geographical similarities
and differences through studying the
human and
physical geography of a small area of
the United Kingdom, and of a small
area in a
contrasting non-European country
Where is Kirongo
Weather in Kirongo
Animals found in Kenya- compare to UK
Homes in Kenya
People of Massai-compare to our lives

EYFS: Look at simple maps.
Become familiar with the local area –
local area walk

EYFS: Draw on information through the
use of books, images, videos and to
identify other countries comparing and
contrasting them in talk or simple
drawings.

Seaside
use basic geographical vocabulary to
refer to:
key physical features, including: beach,
cliff, coast, forest, hill, mountain, sea,
ocean, river, soil, valley, vegetation,
season and weather
key human features, including: city,
town, village, factory, farm, house,
office, port, harbour and shop
Location of seaside
Classification of man-made and natural
objects
Key features of seaside (physical Geog
vocab)
Focus on St Ives (human Geog vocab)
How seaside have changed over time
Islands
EYFS: Ruislip lido trip
Explore the natural world around them
and use vocabulary to describe this.
Rocks, water, sea, land.

YEAR 1
Geographical enquiry
Ask simple questions
Being to answer simple geographical
questions e.g. What is it like to live in this
place?
Field work
Use simple observational skills to study
geography of the school and local area
Mapping skills
Use simple maps of local area.
Make simple maps and plans
Direction/location
Use locational and directional language
(e.g. near and far, left and right) to describe
the location of features and routes
YEAR 2
Geographical enquiry
Ask simple questions
Answer geographical questions e.g. What
is it like to live in this place?
Field work
Use simple observational skills to
study geography of the school and key
human and physical features of local area
Mapping skills
Use world maps, atlases and globes to
identify the UK and its countries, as well as
the countries, continents and oceans.
Use aerial photographs and plan views to
recognize landmarks and basic human and
physical features
Draw a simple map following a class key
Direction/location
Use simple compass directions
Use locational and directional language
from Y1 to describe the location of features
and routes on a map

Year 3
Autumn

Spring

Summer

Skills
Geographical enquiry
Begin to ask and respond to geographical
questions e.g. Describe the landscape, Why
is it like this? How is it changing?
Begin to collect and record evidence
Recognise that different people hold
different views about an issue and begin to
understand some reasons why.
Analyse evidence, begin to draw concl
Start to offer explanations for the location
for some human and physical features in
different localities
Field work
Make more detailed fieldwork
sketches/diagrams.
Use fieldwork instruments e.g. cameras.
Mapping skills
Make plans and maps using symbols & keys.
Locate places on larger scale maps (S
America0rain forests)
Direction/location
Use the 4 points of a compass to give and
follow directions.
Use letter/no. co-ordinates to locate
features on a map confidently.

Rainforests and Penn Woods
(builds on KS1 local area)
Location of rainforests
Layers- compare to Penn Woods
Creatures that live in the rainforestcompare to Penn Woods
People of the rainforest
How rain forests are being destroyed of
the Rainforests
Explore ways of protecting the
rainforest
Create a rainforest diorama for a
younger child (DT)
Locating countries of S America,
equator, northern and southern
hemisphere.

Year 4
Autumn

Spring
Mountains
Mountains in the UK
Features of mountains
Habitats
How mountains are formed

Summer
Coast, water cycle, rivers, erosion
(Builds on KS1 seaside)
Features of coastal areas
How coasts are formed
Tides and beaches

Skills
Geographical enquiry
Ask and respond to geographical questions
Offer reasons for some of their judgements
Analyse evidence and draw conclusions

Tectonic plates
Types of mountains
Earthquakes
Volcanoes and where they are found
Longitude and latitude-Ring of Fire

Water cycle
Journey of a river
Estuaries and deltas (link to Ancient
Egypt)
Field work

Start to offer explanations for the location
for some human and physical features in
different localities.
Collect and record evidence with some aid
Recognise that different people hold
different views about an issue and begin to
understand some reasons why.
Field work
Make more detailed fieldwork
sketches/diagrams.
Use fieldwork instruments e.g. cameras.
Mapping skills
Explore features/key on OS maps
Draw accurate maps with more complex
keys
Locate places on maps of different scales
Direction/location
Begin to use 8 compass points
Use letter/no. co-ordinates to locate
features on a map confidently.

Year 5
Autumn

Spring

Summer

Skills

London -mapping, rivers, settlement,
natural resources-summer
(builds on Year 4 rivers)

Geographical enquiry
Begin to suggest questions for investigating
Begin to use primary & secondary sources
Offer reasons for some of their judgements
Analyse evidence and draw conclusions
Offer explanations for the location for some
human and physical features in different
localities.
Collect and record evidence unaided
Recognise why different people hold
different views about an issue
Field work
Confidently use fieldwork to observe,
measure and record the human and
physical features in the local area with
increasing accuracy using a range of

Prior knowledge and where is London
in the world? (identifying position)
River Thames – How was it formed and
what is its significance
Why is London important today?
Human Geography - current
significance
Who founded London – sources &
records: Roman Briton, Anglo-Saxon
England, Medieval England, 1666,
Victorian London, Modern London
(links to previous history topics)

How and why has the population of
London changed?
Parliament
Grid Map of Central London and
Greater London – noting famous
landmarks
Tube maps – node map
Maps over time showing the City of
London in Roman, Medieval, Stuart
(after Great Fire), Victorian, Post WW2
and 2021 (this will link into the Y6
focus on Victorian England and their
local history study of Penn Street in
Victorian England) – i.e. why did
London expand so rapidly in Victorian
times?
Maps showing the river Thames from
source to estuary.

methods, including sketch maps, plans and
graphs, and digital technologies
Mapping skills
Draw accurate maps with more complex
keys
Locate places on maps of different scales
Use OS map symbols
Compare maps for different purposes
Measure straight line distance on a plan
Direction/location
Begin to use 4-6 figure grid ref to locate
places
Use 8 compass points

Year 6
Autumn
Local Geography (joint topic with
History)
use fieldwork to observe, measure,
record and present the human and
physical features in the local area
using a range of methods, including
sketch maps, plans and graphs, and
digital technologies
Explore why there is a settlement at
Penn Street and deduce how it was
suitable for people to live at.

Spring

Summer

human geography, including: types of
settlement and land use, economic
activity including trade links, and the
distribution of natural resources
including energy, food, minerals and
water

a non-European society that provides
contrasts with British history – one
study chosen from: early Islamic
civilization: Baghdad c. AD 900
Importance of Bagdad: education,
trade, banking, farming, location (link
to trade unit)
Timeline
House of Wisdom
Siege of Bagdad
Early Islamic inventions

What is trading ( link to map work)
Import/ export
UK and trading partners

Skills
Geographical enquiry
Suggest questions for investigating
Use primary & secondary sources
Offer reasons for their judgements
Analyse evidence and draw plausible
conclusions
Collect and record evidence unaided
Recognise why different people hold
different views about an issue
Field work
Confidently use fieldwork to observe,
measure and record the human and

Mapping skills (including 8 points of
compass and grid refs)
Fieldwork
City V countryside

El Salvador – zoom in to one of our
trading partners – what is life like
there? Compare to UK
Global supply chain – Further describe
the link from El Salvador to UK, look at
other countries – origins of the things
we buy
Fair Trade – timing links with Fair Trade
fortnight
Design and Technology link – now the
children have researched Geographical
aspects of trade and economics and
supply chains, can they understand the
role of Fair Trade on the market place?

Medicine and key doctors (link back to
Ks1 Florence Nightingale)
Prophet Muhammad (link to RE Islam)
The first four Caliphs
Islamic art
The Silk Road- using maps to focus on
Europe.

physical features in the local area with
increasing accuracy using a range of
methods, including sketch maps, plans and
graphs, and digital technologies
Mapping skills
Draw accurate maps with more complex
keys
Locate & describe features of places on
maps of different scales
Use OS map symbols
Compare maps for different purposes
Use a scale to measure distance
Direction/location
Use 4 figure grid ref to locate places
Use 8 compass points confidently

Decisions made to fit ‘missing’ aspects of the NC for Geography into our wider Curzon curriculum.
1. Six figure grid references
Year 5 - London unit
2. Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe (including the location of Russia) and North and South America, concentrating on their
environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, countries, and major cities Year 6 – Fair Trade/Silk Road
Year 5 - Trade routes looked at through Anglo-Saxon trade and Boy at the back of the Class
Year 3- South America with the Rainforests topic
Generally cc with our history units
3. Identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including day and night) I cover this when teaching about Earth and
space in science.
Year 3- Locate the Equator, N/S Hemispheres and the Tropics of Cancer/Capricorn as part of the Rainforests topic. Could also locate Arctic/Antarctic Circle
Year 4 – Equator and Volcanoes (Ring of Fire etc.)

Year 5- Latitude & longitude and hemispheres when we study time zones & seasons
4. Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region of the United Kingdom, a region
in a European country
Year 5 – Holiday Brochure- literacy

Year 6 – City versus Countryside in the local unit

Impact
The Impact and measure of this is to ensure that children are equipped with fieldwork and enquiry skills, knowledge and concepts which will enable them to be successful
learners at KS3. Outcomes in our Humanities and literacy books evidence a broad and balanced curriculum, an extensive bank of knowledge and the development of key
geographical skills. Children review their mind maps during units and are actively encouraged to reflect on the knowledge and skills they are learning. By the end of their
time at Curzon, we want our children to understand and feel impassioned about some of the environmental issues facing our world today.

